How to Choose Your mPOP®

The Star Micronics mPOP is available with two drawer options: original and Flat Bill. Please use this document to decide which till is right for you.

**Original**

- **Great for retailers with low amount of cash transactions**
- Compact cash drawer featuring 4 bill and adjustable 4- or 6-coin slots
- Hidden space under the removable coin till provides extra security for high-value currency, store checks, and credit card slips

**Flat Bill**

- **Great for retailers with medium-high amount of cash transactions who seek a compact mPOS**
- Provides a total of 4 slots for bills and 4 spaces for coins through 2 layers of drawers
- Same small mPOP footprint but with Flat Bill format
- Easy to identify currency/bill amount
- Individual tills offer 2Bill-2Coin slots, with the top till easily sliding back to expose the bottom till section
- Allows US retailers to store and manage cash in a natural way
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Compact and Sleek Design

- Printer - Cash Drawer - Scanner - Device Stand
- Compatible with iOS, Android, and Windows
- Cable Management with Multiple Exit Options
- Bluetooth 2.1 and USB Connectivity
- “Drop-In and Print” Paper Loading